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The concern of this study i s  the type of. facility 
presently available for career planning activities at 
Mt . Carme l  High School ,  in Mt . Carme l ,  Il linois . The 
present facility offers only a minimum opportunity to 
the Mt . Carme l students for effective career inves tigation . 
Hopefully the work applied to this research project will 
result in paving the road to a modern,  succe ssful career 
center at Mt . Carmel High Schoo l .  This can best be 
accompli shed by gathering the information·necessary to 
convince the local administration and board of education 
through presentation of the information acquired,  about 
the need and value of establishing a career planning 
center at Mt . Carme l High Schoo l .  
Procedures 
The project began by accumulating available materials 
related to career centers . Type s of materials included 
articles dealing with career resource centers , guidelines 
for establishing career centers,  catalogs of career cente r 
materials available , etc . After review of these materials 
it was still difficult to actually determine the how, 
what , whe n ,  and where about making recommendations for 
establishing a career center at Mt . Carme l High School .  
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Using the information acquired for direction, a 
number of career centers were visited and i nterviews 
conducted with the people who had hands on experience 
in the areas of development , operation, promotion , and 
evaluation. This proved to be an ideal method of 
gathering information and finding answers to questions 
that pertained directly to the situation at Mt . Carmel 
High School .  , 
Conclus ions 
As a result of the researching process several 
conclusions were reached . One, there i s  a definite need 
for and a trend towar� the inclusion of career planning 
,centers in schools visited in the area . Two , the types 
of centers , the s i z e ,  the materials inc luded , the success 
of centers , etc . were directly effected by such things 
as economy ; support of school boards ;  administrations ; 
teachers ; and probably most important , the person directly 
responsible for the operation of the center . There were 
many factors that have to be considered when developing 
and operating a career center. The spec ific needs of 
a particular community and the support of that community 
are important . All schools should prov ide career planning 
c enters for their students and in most cases thi s can 
be accomplished . The one factor , outstanding above the 
rest, i s  the need for someone to pursue, crusade for, 
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and support the program, as well as to elicit the support 
of others for the purposes of developing and maintaining 
a successful and progressive career center . 
Recommendations 
As a resu lt of the research conducted , and the 
conclusions reached , recommendatio�s have been prepared 
for the superintendent and principal at Mt . Carmel High 
( 
School concerning the development of a career planning 
center at the schoo l .  The recommendations begin with 
an introduction which explains the reasons and needs 
for establishing a career center . Next i s  an outline 
of steps to follow �or setting up a career center. The 
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recommendations also discuss location and phy sical structure 
of a center for Mt . Carmel High School . Approximate 
costs and some suggestions for means of financing the 
project are also included . Also recommended i s  the 
inclusion of a career planning class at Mt . Carmel High 
School which would help facilitate the use of the career 
center. Some suggestions and proposals for operation 
and evaluation are also included in the recommendations . 
Guidelines, suggestions and encouragement for the 
establishment of a career center at Mt . Carmel High School 
have been provided but also the importance of support 
and assi stance from the administration, board of education, 
teachers ,  and members of the community is strongly emphasized . 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
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The initial work on this proj ect began in June, 1 9 8 5 . 
Informat ion was gathered about career guidance centers 
and career planning classes being taught in secondary 
schools .  The results of the work done at that time were 
the accumulation of a wealth of materials relating to 
both career guidance centers and career classes as applied 
to secondary school situat ions . 
Work on this proj ect was conducted with the specific 
purpose of applying the use' of the informat ion to the 
betterment of Wabash Community Schools, District # 3 4 8 ,  
located i n  Mt . Carme l ,  I l linoi s .  The init ial undertaking 
of this overal l  proj ect was first discussed with Mr. Larry 
Bradfield , Superintendent of Schools in Mt . Carmel: Mr . Gene 
Sams , Principal of Mt . Carmel High School, and Mr . Paul 
Henegar and Mr . Ray Winkler, Guidance Counselors at Mt . 
Carmel High Schoo l .  Other people contacted about the 
proj ect were counselors present ly working at the junior 
high school and teacher s ,  too numerous to list , employed 
at various levels of the K-12 community school system. 
After determining that there was true interest , support , 
and concern on the part of many people in the Wabash 
School system, work began on the project . 
As a result .of the initial informat ion gathering 
phase of this proj ect , a unit on career planning is now 
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being taught to all sophomores at M t .  Carmel H igh School 
during the 1 9 8 6 -87 school year . The unit requires 
approximately four to six weeks of clas sroom work along 
with additional outside work involv ing researching 
careers through interv i ews, use of published materials, 
and writing to obtain special information . This clas s ,  
in all probability will continue to grow and change with 
the changing career planning demands .  
The purpose of the present phase of this project 
is to compile information about career guidance centers 
in s�condary school settings, i n  conununities comparable 
to Mt- . Carme l ,  and then to make a proposal to the 
Administration and Board of Education for the development 
of a center at Mt . Carmel H igh Schoo l .  
Many students are not being exposed to information 
to help them research the many career possibilities that 
may be of interest to them . Young people generally 
received some direction from parents, friends, other 
relatives and adults, their env ironment , etc., but 
unfortunately this may be very limited exposure . It 
is limited in that the only information they may receive 
is what these people have experienced or what their 
environment has to offer . 
There are so many different careers that students 
can, with professional help and guidance, learn about 
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once they develop the skills of career researching . 
With the undertaking of this project , specific goals 
were established . 
These goals were as follows : 
1 .  To improve on and add to the materials now available 
in the Mt . Carmel School system for career planning . 
2 .  To improve on the physical facilities and develop 
a center that would be functiona l .  
3 .  To find and pursue avenues for necessary funding 
of the career center .  
4 .  To gain support for the development of a career 
center from the teacher s ,  administrat ion and 
communit y .  
5 .  To present the findings and recommendat ions as 
a result of this project to the administration 
and board of education with the sincere hope 
that the center will be operational within one 
year after the findings of the project are submitt ed . 
Making career decisions may be the single most important 
decision that people have to make. Deciding what they 
like, what they want , where they want to live and work , 
what to expect , and how to decide are examples of questions 
that students will be better able to answer with the 
establishment of a successful career center at Mt . Carmel 
High School . 
0 
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CHAPTER I I  
Research 
The strategy adopted for researching this project 
was arrived at based on the constant ly changing variables 
affecting today ' s  world of educat ion . The variables that 
educators have to contend with include the economic 
conditions in their particular environment as well as 
local and national trends in changing work and life 
patterns . During the months over which this project has 
continued , the strategy for research was that of talking to 
and visiting people actively involved with career guidance 
centers (Appendix A ) .  
Under the direction of Dr . Paul Overton, individuals 
who were actively involved in working in career guidance 
centers were contacted and interviewed . This t ype of 
contact helped lead t o  a number of dif ferent people and , 
through networking from person to person and location 
� 
to location , i nformat ion was acquired from a cross section 
of people . 
The first location visited was the Career Counseling 
Center at Eastern I l l inois University. An introduction 
to the use of the computer as an aid in a career center 
was received as well as informat ion about the programs 
used in the center at Eastern. Most information found 
at Eastern was directed toward college students needing 
4 
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informat ion about specialized training and graduate as 
we l l  as post graduate work . The compute r he lped locate 
programs, schools, costs, entrance requir�me nts, job 
forecasts, f inancial aid av ai lable , et c .  The informat ion 
avai lable to students is almost unlimite d ;  however, these 
type s  of programs are . rather expensive . Along with the 
information from the compute r programs , the center included 
a large numbe r of catalogs and literature from other college s .  
Next v i s ited was Wabash Valley Junior College in 
Mt . Carmel, I l linois, and the Learning Skills Center which 
include s the career information materia�s • . �abash Valley 
Junior College was viai-ted:· b�cause of the . location, and. 
the possibility of cooperative use of mate rials and 
facilitie s .  After v isiting the center and rece iving an 
i nformative tour, a much better concept about the variety 
of mate rial·s available was realize d .  
The center included a free mate rials se ction, a highe r  
education section, v ocational or technical se ction, and 
a special section for students pre sently enrolled in transfer 
programs . The Ce nte r Director fe lt that the equipme nt 
and programs in the center that are of greatest importance 
are as follows : 
1 .  The Vocational Interest Serv i ce, which is a series 
of tests administered to stude nts and conducted 
through a coope rative Junior Colle ge program. 
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24 The Chronic le Guidance View-Dec k .  
3 .  The Computerized Career and Assessment-Planning 
Programs from Systems Design Assoc iation, Inc . 
One point emphasized was that only one person 
at a time could use the Computerized Career 
Planning Program. 
The Career Guidance Center at Newton High S c hool, 
Newton , I l linoi s ,  was visited during the Summer of 1 985 . 
The center consisted of a room approximately 1 5 '  x 3 0 '  
in size which was directly adjacent t o  the o f f  ices of 
some of the staff members. The center . .  included materials 
on military careers, higher .educ�tion , spec ial and �echnical 
school s ,  and a free materials area . The direc�or emphasized 
the importance of including a career planning class in 
the school curriculum. N ewton High School has two counselors 
conducting a career planning class wh�ch is required of 
all students and is a semester in length. The center 
was well organized, with the different areas being labeled 
and easy to find . There were shelves and f i le cabinets 
· located around the room and tables and chairs for people 
using the center . The center could possibly accommodate 
about f i fteen-twenty people. 
An interview was conducted with the Regional Director 
of # 9  Career .Guidance Center in Mattoon , I l linois during the 
Summer of 1 985 . Dr . Paul Overton suggested the interview 
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because the di rectors present position, experience, and 
involv ement in helping to develop guidelines for planning 
and establishing career centers . A packet of information 
was received that was compiled by regional directors during 
a workshop designed tQ establish reconunendations for the 
development of career centers . 
The materials received were very complete and of 
excellent quality. The materials were used as a basis 
for comparing centers and materials used in other centers . 
Following is a list of the materials ref erred to in 
researching other centers and used as guides for preparing 
proposals for the career center at Mt . Carmel High Schoo l .  
1 .  Planning A Career Resource Center (Appendix B )  
2 .  How to Set Up a Career Resource Center ( Appendix C )  
3 .  Guidelines For the Selection of Career Education 
Materials ( Appendix D )  
4 .  Selection Criteria ( Appendix E )  
5 .  Career Center Materials�(Appendix F )  
6 .  Priority List (Appendix G )  
7 .  Self-Directed Career Center ( Appendix H )  
"Planning A Career Resource Center" is a bas ic,  eight 
activity outline, which is quite helpful in organiz ing 
the problems that must be dealt with when dev eloping a 
center . 
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"How To Set Up A Career Resource Center" is an outline 
d�veloped by the workshop members that begins with planning 
and includes choosing materia l s ,  special programs , job 
placement , public relations , student and faculty involvement , 
etc . 
"Guidelines for Selection of Career Education Materials" 
deals with the importance of sel ecting materials that 
wi l l  have a major effect on students .  A checklist for 
matching the material to the student need s ,  and a checklist 
for judging bias in the materials are included in this 
paper . 
"Selection Criteria" presents a series of questions 
which can be very helpful in determining the value of 
materials for a particular career center . 
"The Career Center Material s "  list included many 
resource material s ,  and suppliers mailing addresses. 
The members of the Planning Workshop felt they should 
be included in a top caliber career center . 
Also included is a "Priority List" which makes 
recommendations about items to be ordered because of their 
importance and usefulness , as funds are available. 
The information on the " Self-Directed Career Center "  
is very complete and outlines the components and operation 
of a Self-Di rected Center . Included is a description, 
purpose , benefits , uses , procedures , contents ,  material s ,  
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planning tips , as well as suggestions for improving and 
developing support for the Self-Directed Center . 
All of the above mat erials were very helpful and 
are included in the appendices so others working on a 
similar proj ect will be able to find all o f  this 
informat ion in one locat ion.  
The next center location was in Mattoon, I l linois . 
The recommendat ions to visit Mattoon High School were 
based o� the reputation of Mattoon High School as having 
one of the most outstanding and modern career centers 
in Southern I l linois . Credit must be given to those who 
spent time and ef fort working to develop the Career Center 
at Mattoon High School and selling the proposals to the 
local school board, administrator s ,  communit y ,, and teacher s .  
The center director spent some time going over a 
list of materials found in the center and emphasized which 
were used and most important to the center .  · The various 
sections included : 
1 .  Occupat ional Informat ion Section 
2 .  Military Careers 
3 .  College Informat ion 
A. Four Year 
B.  Two Year 
4 .  Higher Education Informat ion 
5 .  Scholarship Inf ormat ion 
6 .  Test Infor�at ion 
Career Planning Center 
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7 .  Large Map of State of Il linois 
8 .  Teacher Input Section 
The physical structure of the center was very 
impressive. The room was carpeted , and very spacious , 
approximately 40 ' x 6 0 ' .  Around the room attached to 
the . walls were bookshelves , bulletin boards ,  work benches 
with electrical outlets for computers and other equipment , 
along with attractive posters identifying the various 
sections of the center. There were also tables and chairs 
available so approximately thirty people could use the 
center at one time . 
· The director also pointed out some factors that affect 
the success of a career center. General comments from 
that meeting are as follows: 
1. Teacher input and support is vital . 
2 .  A career planning class is very helpful in the 
utili zation of the center . 
3 .  The center should be kept up to date which requires 
annual expense s .  
4 .  Support of the board , administration, and community 
is important to the success of the center. 
5 .  Students have to feel welcome and be encouraged 
to use the center. 
The director in an effort to improve on the center 
and to strengthen the relationship with the faculty, 
Career Planning Center 
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.mentioned the addition o f  information on teacher testing 
programs , for the teachers own benefit , to help them be 
aware of and deal with the man changes facing the field 
of education . 
Tuscola High School was the next and final visit 
made in the effort to observe and gather first hand 
inf ormation about dev eloping and operating a career 
resource center. The director discussed the facility and 
programs , and the methods used to encourage the students 
to use the career center . The career planning programs 
actually starts in grade school beginning with interest 
inventory testing . Many of the same materials found in 
other centers were used at Tuscola with p references expressed 
in the Key Sort , and COPS Interest I nventor y .  The center 
included the fol lowing : 
1 .  Military Career I nformation 
2 .  College Information 
3 .  Trade School and Vocational School I nformation 
4 .  Free Materials Section 
5 .  Reference Books for Exploring Careers 
· The Tuscola Center offered an opportunity to observe 
a center establi shed with somewhat limited facilities and 
funds for a smaller high school . The director discussed 
the Self-Directed Center approach , and expressed that 
the program was good , sound but not feasible without a 
Career Planning Cent er 
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required career planning cla s s ,  and required use of the 
center to fol low through the various steps of the program. 
It was also ment ioned that the Self-Directed Center requires 
an enormous amount of · material which may never be used 
in a smaller school . 
Career Planning Center 
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CHAPTER I I I  
Conclusions 
The information av ailable on the subject of dev eloping 
an effective career center is abundant and of great variety. 
The needs of dif ferent schools and communities are also 
of great variety . I nformation was obtained which will 
be beneficial as guides to fol low and use in working 
to develop a career center at Mt . Carmel High School . 
A copy of a proposal made to the Superintendent 
of Schools , Community Unit # 2 ,  Mattoon, I l linois , with 
recommendations for establi shing a ca�eer center at 
' 
Mattoon High School was obtained . The proposal was 
prepared by two staff members at Mattoon High Schoo l .  
The Proposal included information about a career resource 
center, money needed , space, equipment ,  furniture , supplies , 
career center materials , information on planning a career 
center, as well as guidelines for selecting material s .  
The proposal will be used as a guide i n  preparing 
recommendations for Mt . Carmel High School . 
The school.programs v i sited seemed to have many 
common goals , although the choices of materials included 
and the procedures of operation varied some at each 
different center . The goals of each center v i sited seemed 
to be similar . Each center actively worked to gather 
as much career information material together as possible 
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which was felt to _be of importance in th�ir particular 
area , as well as special information for special interests 
of student s .  The centers were concerned with providing 
assistance to students in locating, evaluating, and using 
career information. Also of importance was help for 
students with awareness of indiv idual interests and 
abiliti e s ,  and help in develop�ng deci s ion mak ing sk ills . 
The centers intended to help students with life 
� 
expectations and accomplishments . The programs operated 
through the centers were on-going , helping the use!s 
while in grade school,  high school , and in .ma�y cases 
post-graduates. All of the ce�ters, vi�ited, in��u?ed 
information about occupations , vocations , and continuing 
1 4  
education , and i n  most cases counseling, individual appraisa l ,  
as well a s  some placement serv ices . 
There was agreement among the people interviewed 
about real need for strong career centers in the schools 
and communities . The increase in unemployment, and changes 
in technology , were reasons given to support the need 
for career centers and counseling . In today' s  society, 
many adults seek career changes for reasons of personal 
g rowth and economic improv ement . 
The suggestions and ideas received from the many 
people visited can be combined into a few basic concepts . 
Career Planning Center 
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1. Planning - The materials obtained as well as 
the people interv iewed all stressed the importance 
of pl� nning and conducting a needs a ssessment 
to determine the needs and desires of the 
dif ferent groups who will be using the center. 
During these planning stage , stage s ,  teachers , 
counselors , admini strator s ,  students ,  and the 
community should be contacted for purposes of 
original input to determine needs and to develop 
good working relationships . 
2 .  Physical Structure - The centers v isited and 
people interviewed were all concerned with the 
size and location of the cente r .  There were 
huge differences in the sizes of various center s .  
The size usually depends on the demands of the 
local budget and present facility . The size 
may be a very small areai or a room at large 
as a library. A good location prov ides 
accessibility to- teachers and students , space 
for storage and display of neqessary material s ,  
. and room for some unsuperv ised use. 
3 .  Superv i sion - The centers v i sited all had 
_ certified guidance counseling as superv i sors . 
Some of these peop1 e had full time responsibilities 
in the career center; however,  once again the 
Career Planning Center 
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economy regulates i n  many ways what can be 
accompl ished. In most situations the counselors 
had many other responsibilities such as scheduling 
classe s ,  class schedule s ,  personal counseling , 
staffings, parent conferences ,  etc • •  Some career 
center assistance was obtained through community 
and student volunteer help . 
4 .  Material Selection - All of the people interviewed 
recommended obtaining any and all free materials 
that would be useful . The materials included 
education, occupational, and personal-social 
information. A··variety of audiov.isual equipment 
was used as well as many new computer programs . 
The importance of involving the teachers in 
the process of choosing materials for the center 
was emphasized by most of the people interviewed . 
Many of these same people can be utilized as 
resource people in the future . 
5 .  Financing - This presents a problem for many 
schools and the centers visited each expressed 
a concern with this particular�problem. The 
figure of $5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 or more for initial 
installation seemed to be what most people 
thought original costs may be based on their 
Career Planning Center 
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past experiences. An annual expense of $ 2, 0 0 0 . 0 0 
to $ 3 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 for updating seemed to be satis factory . 
6 .  Service s ,  Activities , and Publicity - Keeping 
in touch with the community , teacher s ,  students 
and administration is very important. Each 
center used a variety of programs and activities 
for publ icity; such as open houses , career days , 
career weeks , bulletin board s ,  newsletters ,  
etc .  Career visit days to local businesses 
and industries as well as school visitations 
by resource_people in the community are types 
of activities which create interest in the center 
as well as publicity for the career center . 
7 .  Evaluation - The center must be used in order 
to be successful . Record keeping is important 
in determining the progress of the center. 
Questionnaires were used to have students , 
teachers ,  and administrators rate the center 
and its effectiveness as well as the attitudes 
of people about the center . Client placement 
results are another means used to evaluate a 
center . 
8 .  Career Classes - Although all of the schools' 
visited did not offer a career planning class , 
the counselors/directors interviewed agreed 
Career Planning Center 
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that a good career planning class could have 
a very positive effect on the success of the 
career center. · The classes being taught ranged 
from three weeks , to a semester in l ength and 
dealt with decision-making skill s ,  self awareness , 
interests, inveritory testing, career explanation , 
and use of the career center. 
i. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Recommendations 
The goal of this project originally. was to accumulate 
information about career centers with the sp�cific purpose 
of preparing recommendations for the administration of 
Mt. Carmel High School about improvements that can be 
made to develop a productive. career center at Mt . Carmel 
High School . The presentation will include i nformation 
about qualifying the need for the center , recommendations 
about physical design and location, selection of material s ,  
public relations during development , and financing. 
� !� \. ·� .. ._ 
The rest of this chapter will be the actual recommendation 
- . . . 
prepared for presentation to the Principal of Mt . Carmel 
High Schoo l ,  Mr . Gene Sams , and to the Superintendent, 
Mr . Larry Bradf ield. 
Career Planning Center 
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Introduction 
. Mt . Carmel High School , like many other schools , 
has for years maintained career information materials 
in an area for those students who actively seek that 
information . Teachers occasionally present information 
about careers in their individual area of interest or 
instruction. Some classes may even devote time to units 
on career development . Books and information on careers 
can be found in many classrooms and also in the Library. 
However these techniques cannot effectively reach all 
of the students i n  our community1and �chool . 
People who are �ssociated wi�h education today are 
aware of the many changes taking place in the areas of 
.. 
occupational and vocational choices . Growing unemployment, 
changing work requirement s ,  and changes in technology 
are reasons why a career center is important to our 
school and community, and also why this material must 
be constantly updated . 
When a good career information materials are gathered 
and available in a specific location, students will 
voluntarily use the center . Counselors, teachers , and 
parents can encourage the students to use the center 
for educational and occupational research. The career 
center should become the one central location for all 
resources such as f i lms , f i lmstrips ,  computer programs , 
and printed materials about career planning. 
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How To Set Up A Career Resource Center 
I .  Steps on Setting-Up a Career Resource Center 
1.. Planning 
2 .  Gathering and selecting materials 
3 .  Attracting and holding attention 
I I .  Planning 
I I I .  
1. Identify involved and interested parties. 
2 .  Secure administrative support. 
3 .  Pick a location . 
A .  Is i t  convenient? 
B .  Is i t  of adequate size? 
c. Can it b• .modified? 
D .  I s  it attractive and comfortable? 
�. 
4 .  Determine interest sections and allocate 
space. 
Selecting and Gathering Materials 
1. Selection criterion 
A .  Is the material appropriate? 
B .  Is the material bias? 
2 .  Source of materials 
IV. Higher Education Selection 
1 .  College catalogs 
2 .  Lovejoy ' s  College Guide 
3 .  Barron ' s  Guide to . the Two-Year College 
4 .  Barron ' s  Profile of American Colleges 
5. Guide to College Majors 
2 3  
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v .  Specialized Schools Section 
1 .  Trade and vocational schools catalogs 
2 .  Unions and apprenticeship programs 
24 
3 .  Lovejoy ' s  Career and Vocational School Guide 
4 .  American Trade Schools Directory 
V I .  Financial Aids Section 
VII . 
1 .  Local ,  state or national 
2 .  Vocational or individual 
3 .  The Office College Entrance Examination 
Board to Financial Aid for Students and 
Parenus 
4 .  Stud�nt Aid· Manual � ' I 
5 .  Local chamber of commerce , E . S . R .  Office, 
.. 
college of your choice 
Occupational I nformation Section 
1 .  Job related skills 
2 .  Labor market trends 
3 .  Local job requirements 
4 .  Occupational Outlook Handbook 
5. Occupational Outlook Quarterly 
6 .  Exploring Careers 
7 .  Dictionary of Occupational Titles 
8 .  Occupational Outlook I nformation Report 
1 9 7 4 - 1 9 8 5  
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VIII! .  Job Brief s/Free Materials Section 
1 .  Pamphlet s ,  brochures ,  articles on occupations 
2 .  Commercial sources 
3 .  Mailing labels 
4 .  Educators Guide to Free Guidance Materials 
5. Curriculum Publications Clearinghouse 
6 .  U . S . Department of Labor 
IX.  Military Career Section 
1 .  Army , Navy , Marines , Air Force 
2 .  R . O . T . C .  Programs 
3 .  Occupational Source Book 
x. Values Clarification · Section 
1 .  Attitudes toward self and others 
2. Positive self development 
3 .  Decision making and value clarification 
exercises 
XI . Testing Section 
1 .  Interest inventories , aptitude tes t ,  college 
entrance exams 
2. Interest Inventories : A Counselor ' s  Sourcebook 
3 .  Doing Your Best On Aptitude Tests 
XI I .  Leisure Time Section 
1 .  Hobbies and careers 
2 .  School clubs 
3 .  Community organizations 
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XI I I .  Audio/Visual Section 
1 .  Present equipment 
2 .  Budget capabilities 
XIV. Community Resour�e Section 
1 .  Classroom speakers/career visit sites 
2 .  Human service directories 
xv. Computerized Guidance System Section 
1 .  VIP 
2 .  GIS 
3 .  Discover 
4 .  SIG! I ' 
XVI . Job Placement Section 
XVI I .  
1 .  Pre-employment skills 
2 .  Local job opportunities 
3 .  I llinois Job Service 
4 .  Federal and State Civil Services 
5. ,Curriculum Guide for Pre-Employment Skills 
6 .  Occupat ional Survival Skills Manual 
7 .  CAPS Resource Manual 
8 .  CARE Kit 
9 .  College Placement Council materials 
1 0 .  Paperbacks and workbooks 
Women ' s/Emerging Occupat ions Section 
1 .  Special population groups 
2 .  Non-traditional jobs 
2 6  
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3 .  New or emerging employment prospects 
4 .  A Working Women ' s  Guide to Her Job Rights 
XVI I I .  Undecided Corner Section 
1 .  Educational and career choices 
2 .  Course descriptions 
3 .  Biographies 
4 .  Skill identification exercises 
IXX. Di splay/Reading Area Section 
1 .  Magazines 
2 .  Games 
3 .  Expanding Career Horizons 
xx. Educational Information 
1 .  College night 
2 .  Individual college recruiters 
3 .  Financial Aids workshop 
4 .  Apprenticeship workshop 
5 .  College entrance exams workshop 
XXI . Career Information 
1 .  Career of the week/month 
2 .  Career education/guidance class 
3 .  Career day/job fair 
4 .  Mini career days 
5 .  Case studies 
6 .  How to write for free information workshop 
7 .  Military recruiters 
2 7  
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Personal/Social I nformation 
· l •. Testing service 
2 .  Smal l  group sessions 
3 .  Peer group counseling 
4 .  Volunteer bureau 
5 .  Party exercise 
XXI I I .  Special Interest I nformation 
XXIV. 
1 .  Film Fair 
2 .  Movies of the week/month 
3 .  Student slide show 
4 .  Speaker of the week/month 
5. Tape-a-job 
6 .  Career visits 
7 .  Job Placement Service 
8 .  Job clubs 
9 .  Application workshop 
1 0 .  Resume workshop 
1 1 .  Interviewing workshop 
1 2 .  Shadowing program 
.. 
1 3 .  Community resource forum 
Public Relations Ideas 
1 .  Orientation/open house 
2 .  Flyer/brochure 
3 .  Posters 
4 .  Column in the school newspaper 
xxv. 
XXV I .  
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5. Career resource center news letter 
6 .  Staff memos 
7 .  Public address system 
8 .  News release 
9 .  Invitations to parents 
1 0 .  Advisory committee 
Faculty and Staff Activities 
1 .  Initiate a career cart 
2 .  Provide posters. 
3 .  Provide bulletin board ideas 
4 .  Provide example uni ts. 
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5. Volunteer to condu�t .. j elassroom _presentations 
6 .  Provide free materials tp staff 
., .. 
7 .  Provide bibliographies 
8 .  Develop an audio/visual presentation 
9 .  Have teachers preview materials 
Student Act�vities 
1 .  Provide job sheets 
2. Provide job cards on free information 
3 .  Have students preview materials 
Location and Physical Structure 
The atmosphere and environment found in the career 
center is extremely important . When students enter this 
area, they hopefully will perceive the counseling area 
and career center as being very professional ,  well 
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organized, and efficient i n  the operations o f  providing 
scheduling , counseling, and occupational/vocational 
information . One vital factor in developing this attitude 
is the physical appearance of the career area . 
Adjacent to the counseling area is a room presently 
used by various groups for staff ings and teacher/parent/ 
counselor conferences .  While space is definitely a 
problem for Mt . Carmel High School ,  this room is the 
only one suitable for establishing a career center with 
the counseling services being maintained in the present 
location . Hopefully it will be possible' to· find another 
· location for the meetings to be held. SO·'that this room 
could be used on a daily basis as.the main part of the 
� .. 
career planning center. 
The room will need some additions such as work benches 
for VCR ' s ,  T . V . ' s ,  computer s ,  etc .  These benches would 
be best located around the room attached to the walls . 
Above the benches would be bookshelves for printed 
materials . There should be' electrical outlets along 
the wall for use of equipment on the benche s .  Locating 
the benches and shelves along the north and east walls 
should provide adequate room for the use of the equipment . 
The other wall space will provide areas for bulletin 
boards ,  special announcement boards , and maps of the 
tri-state area . 
Career Planni ng Center 
The center will include different interest areas 
which will be clearly marked and identifiabl e .  These 
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interest areas are usually included in a career center . 
1 .  Free Materials 
2 .  Audio-Visual 
3 .  Higher Education 
4 .  Specialized Schools - Trade and Technical 
5. Financial Aid 
6 .  Occupational Information 
7. Military Careers Section 
The area of the guidance and c9unseling ·facility 
presently housing the career materiats would :probably 
be best suited for the free materials section • 
.. 
Along the south side of the main room will be located 
tables and comfortable chairs so people can take books 
and materials from the shelves and files and use them 
for research . File cabinets containing materials will 
be along the west wal l .  There would also be a table 
and chairs located in the free-materials area for student 
use. I t  is recommended that for purposes of functionalism 
as well as aesthetic qualities , all of the career center 
areas and counsel ing offices have wall to wall carpeting . 
The carpeting helps control sound and enhances the 
atmosphere which is hope to be achieved . 
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Please see the drawing for a better understanding 
of the recommendations . 
Figure 1 
Guidelines for the Selection of Career Education Materials 
The most important point to remember in selecting 
career education materials is that these materials will 
have a major effect on the students . The two most 
necessary considerations in the selection process are 
the appropriateness of the materials with respect to 
� 
the students who·wii�"\1,e them and the presen�e of bias . u 
towards individuals or groups with re�pect to race, sex , 
.. 
age ,  or exceptionality. 
Career education materials are appropriate when 
they match the needs of the students . Several criteria 
can be applied to gage the effect the materials will 
have on students : 
1 .  Does the age and developmenta� level of the 
students correspond to the intended age and 
developmental level of the materials? 
2 .  Does the content of the materials reflect the 
planned goals and objectives of the career 
education program or of a particular class? 
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3 .  Are the materials dated or i s  the informat ion 
current and , therefore , more useful and 
interesting to the student s ?  
4 .  I s  the informat ion provided accurate and thorough 
in its present at ion? 
5 .  What i s  the format of the chosen mat erial s ,  
i s  there a sufficient mix of printed and 
audio-visual materia ls . 
Below i s  a checklist that will be helpful in judging 
the appropriat eness of the mat ch between mat erials and 
the student s .  
1 .  Are the materi�ls app'.�opr+10:�t; � o  the age of 
the student s? 
•' 
2 .  Are the materials appropriate t o  the development al 
level of the students ? 
3 .  I s  the content of the mat erials accurate? 
4 .  I s  the coverage of the topic thorough? 
5. I s  the content of the materials current or 
dated? 
6 .  Will the materials appeal to the student s  
interest s? 
7 .  Does the content ref lect planned goals and 
objectives? 
8 .  What i s  the format of the materials? 
9 .  Are the graphic att ractive? 
Career Planning Center 
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1 0 .  I s  the language uncluttered, clear , and 
appropriate to the students ·understanding? 
1 1 .  I s  there a mix between printed materials and 
audio-visuals? 
12. What will the lifespan of the materials be? 
13. What is the cost of the materials? 
14. What will be the advantages and disadvantages 
of using these materials? 
1 5 .  What types of equipment wi ll be necessary for 
' 
use with these materials? 
1 6 .  Are the materials desi�Aed for u s� by individual 
students � groups . of . sttid�'rits , or both? 
. I 
17 . Are . the materia l s  designed to be used easily 
by the students? 
1 8 .  Are the suggested teaching techniques clearly 
identified and defined? 
19. Are there evaluation materials or methods included 
in the materials? 
20. Is there evidence that the materials have been 
used successfully elsewhere? 
Equally as important as the appropriateness of the 
materials is the presence of bias . Biases of one sort 
or another would seem to be easily detected ; but they 
can be very subtle.  When such subtleties go undetected , 
they can influence the attitudes of the student s .  
• 
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Mate rials should be checked t horoughly for t he pre sence 
of stereotypic behavior for any individual or group as 
portrayed in e ither language or graphics . Indicators 
include : 
1. Racial minorit ies presented in lowe r paying, 
status , and re sponsibility occupat ions . 
2. Males and females represented in common 
" le ader�he lpe r , "  " st ronger-weake r , "  
"competent -incompete nt " role s .  
3. Repre sentat ion of only the physically handicapped 
and then only in isolated and he lple s s  role s .  
4 .  Representation of older people as he lple s s ,  
incapable , or i ne f fe ct ive . 
Be low i s  a checklist t hat will be use fu l  in gaging 
t he pre sence of bias in mate rial s .  
1. What are your biases and how will they e f fect 
your evaluat ion of t he materials? 
2. Do the mate rials contain language that is racist 
or biased against ethnic groups? 
3. Are race s  or ethnic groups presented in ste reo­
typical roles or occupat ions ,  menial or serving 
tasks or as incompetent or confused? 
4 .  ·oo the graphics support the ideas presented 
in 3 above ? 
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5. Do the graphics present the current styles of 
dress of .races and ethnic groups? 
6 .  How is the language and behavio� of races and 
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ethnic groups handled - are there an indications 
of inadequacy? 
7 .  How are older people depicted - are they competent 
or helpless? 
8 .  Do the materials represent people who are 
exceptional? 
9 .  Are people with except�onalities limited to 
the phy$� cally handicapped? 
1 0 .  Do the material include such exc�ptionalities 
as giftedness , behavioral problems , hearing 
.. 
impairment s ,  �earning disabilities , mental 
retardation, multiple handicaps , neurolog ical 
problems , physical handicaps , . and serious emotional 
problems? 
1 1 .  How are· people with exceptionalities depicted 
- as active and involved with others or isolated 
and helpless? 
12. Do the materials represent any form of tokenism 
with respect to age, race , sex, or exceptionality? 
1 3 .  Are the materials free from value judgements 
in language and graphics with respect to all 
individuals and groups? 
Career Planning Center 
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1 4 .  Is the worth and uniquene ss of all pe ople 
emphasized rather than the differences that 
exist? 
Suggested Cost And Financing 
. 
Based on the general plans and ideas presente d ,  
some cost figures and me ans o f  financing can be projecte d .  
The figure s  and plans may alter or vary during the actual 
planning stage s .  The figures presented are re sults of 
visiting other newly establi shed career cente rs and talking 
with people who have bee n active in deve loping and equipping 
centers in the re cent past : 
Equipment and . Furniture 
file cabine t s ,  work benche s ,  tables 
. ' 
chair s ,  book shelve s ,  bulletin 
boards , carpe t , step stools , 
e lectrical work, etc . $ 4 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
Educational Eqµipme n.t 
Dukane Viewe r ,  VCR, T . V . ,  compute r 
and printer - some equipment may 
already be available at school . $ 3 , 50 0 . 0 0 
Caree r Ce nter Materials 
Items too numerous to list . 
The se materials will be de termined 
by teacher reque st and comparison 
of what is already available . $ 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 
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Audio-Visual M�t erials 
Computer software , f i lmst rips , 
f i lms , micro-film, et c .  An 
exact list ing and amount will be 
det ermined during planning stages . $ 4 , 0 00 . 0 0 
TOTAL COST: $ 1 4 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
At first glance this amount of money seems t o  be 
astronomical because of the present financial situat ion 
in the area of educat ion and Mt . Carmel High Schoo l .  
Through proper channel s ,  however , this amount of money 
can be raised with very l itt le expense to the local school 
district . 
Po$.sible Sources of Funqs 
. .  
1 .  Special grant s  from the 1 9 8 6  Guide t o  Federal 
Funding for Educat i on .  
2. Guidance Department Budget 
3 .  Community Service Clubs 
4 .  Business and Industry Support and Sponsorship 
of specific project s .  
Annual budget to maintain,  update and replace mat erials 
- $ 3 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
Career Planning Class 
It is recommended that the administrat i on incorporate 
a career planning class into the regular school schedu l e .  
Research has indicated t hat there i s  a need and t rend 
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t oward teaching career planning classes . Most schools 
visited required student s to take such a clas s .  
To out line such a program would be an ent irely 
different proj ect ; however , it is highly recommen4ed 
that all students be required t o  t ake a class dealing 
with career planning . The students need t o  face and 
discuss subjects such as se lf-awarene s s , interest 
exploration , value s explorat ion , abilities and personality 
trait s ,  strengths and weaknesses , realistic se l f-concept s ,  
decision making ski l l s ,  and the basis on which de cisions 
should be made . · I .  ' . 
Student s understand.�ly , may not reach . a final de cision 
on career select ion , but they will develop t he skills 
• '  
and knowledge necessary to make such a decision. They 
will be able t o  be more realistic and specific in planning 
and achieving goals and objective s .  They will develop 
a more re alistic out look toward values , goals , interest s ,  
and abilitie s .  Armed with this informat ion and conf idence 
the student s will be better prepared for the career planning 
tasks . 
Center Operat ions and Evaluat ion 
The career planning center will be open on each 
school day from 7 : 5 0 a . m .  unt i l  3 : 3 0 p . m  . •  Under present 
employment status the center will have a profe s s ional 
counselor in the off ice area during the previously 
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mentione d  t ime schedule . Even with the limited space , 
this we ll organized cente r should be ·able to accommodate 
approximate ly twe nty people at a time . 
Once again the final planning of the ce nter will 
de termine operational procedure s ;  howeve r , there are 
many options to be considere d .  Following i s  a very brief 
outline de scribing some uses of the cente r . 
1 .  Sign up sheet available to students before school 
on a daily/weekly basis to re serve use of the 
cente r .  
2. Requirements of the qu�d4n�e depart�ent for 
student use of the center on a yearly bas i s ,  
i .e .  
A .  8th Grade 
1 )  Deve lop a list of caree rs i nterested 
i n .  
2 )  Get information on high school classes 
required for these caree r s .  
B .  9th Grade - View filmstrips on a monthly 
basis about caree r s .  
c .  1 0 th Grade - Continue to study caree rs 
and use filmstrips . 
D .  11th Grade 
1 )  Try to gain first hand knowledge 
about interesting caree rs through summe r 
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employment o r  conduct interviews and 
visit place s  of employment . 
2 )  Reque st catalogs and applications from 
schools in which student i s  intere sted .  
E .  12th Grade 
1 )  Review employment outlook in 
"Occupational Outlook Handbook " 
2 )  Mee t  with counselor about plans 
3 )  Finalize caree r de cision 
4 )  Check on Financial Aid 
There are numerous ways to utilize the center and 
material s .  
1 .  Have a required C�reer Planning Clas s .  
2 .  Encourage te achers to use facility with classe s .  
3 .  Have student or community he lpers i n  the ce nter 
trained to assist other student s .  
The re are just a few examples but the se choices 
will have to be made through close direction from the 
administration, board of education, and he lp and 
coope ration of the teachers in the district. 
The re are many me thods of evaluation. One me thod 
seems to stand out and that one i s  statistical usage 
of the ce nte r .  This information can be compounded on 
a daily basis and used on a daily, weekly, or ye arly 
basis . If the numbe r of pe ople using the ce nter de clines 
Career Planning Center 
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or does not increase ,  then the reasons should be explored . 
On occasion these statistics can be misleading so by 
combining statistics with questionnaires from teachers , 
administration and students it is hope that constant 
evaluation will provide a successful and effective center . 
Career Planning Center 
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APPENDIX A 
Re source People 
Baird , David T .  M . S .  in Educat ion 
Counse ling Service s 
Eastern Il linois Universit y  
Charle ston, Illinois 
Barnhart , Pat ricia R. Ph . D .  
Assistant Professor 
Educat ional Psychology and Guidance 
Easte rn Illinois Universit y  
Charlest on ,  Illinois 
Dot y ,  Marge 
Dire ctor , Career Planning Cente r 
Wabash Valley College 
Mt . Carme l ,  Illinois 
Henage r ,  Paul 
Guidance Counse lor 
Mt . Carme l  High School 
Mt . Carme l ,  Illinois 
Ke arens , Bob .. 
Guidance and Administrat i on 
Newton High School 
Newt on ,  Illiois 
McDonald , Fred 
Career Ce nte r Dire ctor 
Tuscola High School 
Tuscola , Illinois 
Ove rton, Paul D .  Ed . D .  
Chairman and Profe ssor 
Educat ional Psychology and Guidance 
Eastern Illinois Universit y  
Charle ston , Illinois 
Pane k ,  Chris Franklin 
Career Guidance Ce nter - Re gion 9 
Matt oon , Illinois 
We lton, Duane . 
Career Ce nte r Director 
Mattoon High School 
Mattoon, Ill inois . 
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Williams , Nelson 
Counse ling & Instructor - Career Planning 
Newton High School 
Newton , Illinois 
Winkle r ,  Ray 
Guidance Counselor 
Mt . Carme l High School 
Mt . Carme l ,  Illinois 
,,"' .. : '· 
·, 
\ 
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APPENDIX B 
Planning A· Career Resource Center 
Activity # 1 : Components of a Career Resource Center 
47 
A. Education , Work , and Leisure Information 
B .  Self-Assessment Materials 
C .  Education and Work Placement Services 
D .  Teacher Resource Material 
E .  Career Counseling and Guidance Services 
Activity # 2 :  Steps on Setting-Up a Career Resource Center 
A .  Needs Assessment 
B .  Write Objeot��es ' j • ,, • l • 
c .  Iden't·iry . Plio9rams.{Ac1li-y.di.�ires/8ervices 
D .  Analyze Reaiuirements· and Choose 
... 
Programs/Activities/Services for 
Implementation 
E .  Identify Tasks 
F .  Assign Responsibility 
Activity # 3 :  Needs Asse$sment 
Ident i f y :  Sections 
Location and Setting 
Population 
Sub-Population 
Needs of each Sub-Population 
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Activity # 4 :  Write Objectives 
-Choose three of the five identified 
needs for your chosen sub-population. 
-Write one objective for each of these 
needs . 
Activity # 5 :  Identify Programs/Activities/Services 
-Choose one of the three objectives 
written . 
-Identify three P/A/S for objective 
chosen . 
Activity # 6 :  Analyze Requirements · and Choose Programs/ 
Activities/Services for Implementation 
-For each of the three P/A/S chosen , 
. .  
analyze requirements for space, 
equipment , budget, materials , and 
people. 
Activity # 7 : Identify Tasks 
-Identify and analyze tasks to implement 
each P/A/S chosen . 
Activity # 8 : Assign Responsibility 
-Develop a two-dimensional responsibility 
chart. 
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How To Set Up A Career Resource Center 
I .  Steps on Setting-Up a Career Resource Center 
1 .  Planning 
2 .  Gathering and selecting materials 
3 .  Attracting and holding attention 
I I .  Planning 
I I I .  
1 .  Identify involved and interested parties . 
2 .  Secure administrative support . 
3 .  Pick & location . 
A .  I s  i t  convenient? 
B .  I s  i t  of adequate size? 
C .  Ca� �� be . �9d�fied? 
o .  I s  it attr�ctive and comfortaql�? 
... 
4 .  Determine ·interest sections and a llocate 
space. 
Selecting and Gathering 
1 .  $election criterion 
A .  Is th� material 
B .  Is the material 
2 .  Source of materials 
Materials 
appropriate? 
bias? 
IV.  Higher Education Selection 
1 .  College catalogs 
2 .  Love joy ' s  College Guide 
3 .  Barron ' s  Guide to the Two-Year College 
4 .  Barron ' s  Profile of American Colleges 
5 .  Guide to College Majors 
4 9  
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v. Specialized Schools Section 
1 .  Trade and vocational schools catalogs 
2. Unions and apprenticeship programs 
50 
3 .  Lovejoy ' s  Career and Vocational School Guide 
4 .  American Trade Schools Directory · 
VI . Financial Aids Section 
VII . 
1. ·Local , state or national 
2 .  Vocational or individual 
3 .  The Office College Entrance Examination 
Board to Financial Aid for Students and 
Parents .. , ,.. • • �.. 1.: I= ' 
4 .  Student Aid � Mafiual : ' · l 
5. Local chamber of com erce,  E . S . R .  Office , 
college of your choi�e 
Occupational I nformation Section 
1 .  Job related skills 
2. Labor market trends 
3 .  Local j6b requirements 
4 .  Occupational Outlook Handbook 
5 .  Occupational Outlook Quarterly 
6 .  Exploring Careers 
7 .  Dictionary of Occupational Titles 
8 .  Occupational Outlook I nformation Report 
1 9 7 4 - 1 9 8 5  
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VII I ! .  Job Brief s/Free Materials Section 
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1 .  Pamphlet s ,  brochures , articles on occupations 
2. Commercial sources 
3. Mailing labels 
4 .  Educators Guide to Free Guidance Materials 
5 .  Curriculum Publications Clearinghouse 
6. U . S .  Department of Labor 
IX.  Military Career Section 
1 .  Army , Navy , Marines , Air Force 
2. R . O . T . C .  Programs 
3. Occupational Source Book 
x. Values Clarification .Section 
1 .  Attitudes toward self and others 
2. Positive self development 
3. Decision making and value clarif ication 
exercises 
XI . Testing Section 
1 .  Interest inventories , aptitude test, college 
entrance exams 
2 .  Interest Inventories : A Counselor ' s  Sourcebook 
3 .  Doing Your Best On Aptitude Tests 
XI I .  Leisure Time Section 
1 .  Hobbies and careers 
2 .  School clubs 
. 
3. Community organizations 
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XII I .  
XIV. 
Audio/Visual Section 
1. Present equipment 
2. Budget capabilities 
Community Resource Section 
1. Classroom speakers/career visit sites 
2. Human service directories 
xv. Comput�rized · Guidance System Section 
XVI . 
XV I I .  
1 .  VIP 
2. GIS 
3. Di scover 
4 .  SIGI 
Job Placement · section 
1. Pre�employment skills 
2. Local job opportunities 
3 .  Illinois Job Service 
. ' 
4 .  Federal and State Civil Services 
. . 
5. Curriculum Guide for Pre-Employment Ski lls 
6 .  Occupational Survival Skills Manual 
7 .  CAPS Resource Manual 
8 .  CARE Kit 
9. College Placement Council materials 
1 0 .  Paperbacks and workbooks 
Women ' s/Emerging Occupations Section 
1 .  Speciai population groups . 
2. Non-tradi�ional jobs 
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3 .  New or emerging employment prospects 
4 .  A Working Women ' s  Guide to Her Job Rights 
XVI I I .  Undecided Corner .section 
1 .  Educational and career choices 
2. Course descriptions 
3 .  Biographies 
4 .  Skill identification exercises 
IXX. Display/Reading Area Section 
1 .  Magazines 
2. Games 
3 .  Expanding Career ' Horizons 
XX. Educat�onal Information 
1 .  College niqht 
2. Individual college recruiters 
3 .  Financial Aids workshop 
4 .  Apprenticeship workshop 
5. College entrance exams workshop 
XXI . Career Information 
1 .  Career of the week/month 
2. Career education/guidance class 
3 .  Career day/job fair 
4 .  Mini career days 
5. Case studies 
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6 .  How to write for free information workshop 
7 .  Military recruiters 
XXI I .  
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Personal/Social Information 
1 .  Testing service 
2. Small group sessions 
3 .  Peer group counseling 
4 .  Volunteer bureau 
5 .  Party exercise 
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XXI I I .  Special Interest Information 
XXIV . 
1 .  Film Fair 
2. Movies of the week/month 
3 .  Student slide show 
4 .  Speaker of the week/month 
5 .  Tape-a-job 
6 .  Career visits 
7 .  Job Placement Service 
8 .  Job clubs 
9 .  Application workshop 
1 0 .  Resume workshop 
1 1 .  Interviewing workshop 
12. Shadowing program 
1 3 .  Community resource forum 
Public Relations Ideas 
1 .  Orientation/open house 
2 .  Flyer/brochure 
3 .  Posters 
4 .  Column in the school newspaper 
xxv . 
XXVI . 
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5 .  Career resource center newsletter 
6 .  Staff memos 
7 .  Public address system 
8 .  News release 
9 .  Invitations to parents 
1 0 .  Advisory committee 
Faculty and Staff Activities 
1 .  Initiate a career cart 
2 .  Provide posters 
3 .  Provide bulletin board ideas 
4 .  Provide example units . 
'· 
5 .  Volunteer to conduct classroom presentations 
. 1 .,, "' . . '-" I\: ' . . :: 
6 .  Provide free materials to staff 
• 'I'" 
7 .  Provide bibliographies· 
8 .  Develop an audio/visual presentation 
9 .  Have teachers preview materials 
Student Activiti�s 
1 .  Provide job sheets 
2. Provide job cards on free information 
3 .  Have students preview materials 
5 5  
, ( 
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APPENDIX D 
Guidelines for the Selection of Career Education Materials 
The most important point to remember in selecting 
career education materials is that these materials will 
have a major effect on the student s .  The two most 
necessary considerations in the selection process are 
the appropriateness of the materials with respect to 
the students who will use them and the presence of bias 
towards individuals or groups with respect to race, sex , 
age , or exceptionality. 
Career education mate�i�l� ,•r� approp���te when 
they match the needs of the atud�nts • . , Sev.e�al criteria . . . . . ... 
can be applied to gage the effect the materials will 
have on student s :  
1. Does the age and developmental level of the 
students correspond to the intended age and 
developmental level of the materials? 
2. Does the content of the materials reflect the 
planned goals and objectives of the career 
education program or of a particular class? 
3. Are the materials dated or is the information 
current and, therefore, more useful and 
interesting to the students? 
4 .  Is the information provided accurate and thorough 
in its presentation? 
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5 .  What is the format of the chosen materials ,  
is there a suff icient mix of printed and 
audio-visual materia l s .  
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Below is a checklist that will be helpful in judging 
the appropriateness of the match between materials and 
the students . 
1 .  Are the materials appropriate to the age of 
the students? 
2 .  Are the materials appropriate to the developmental 
level of the students? 
3 .  Is the content of the fuater�als accurate? 
4 .  Is the coverage of the topic thorough? 
5 .  I s  tne content of the matet'ials current or 
dated? 
6 .  Wi l l  the materials appeal to the students 
interests? 
7 .  Does the content reflect planned goals and 
objectives? 
8 .  What is the format of the materials? 
9 .  Are the graphic attractive? 
10. Is the language uncluttered, clear , and 
appropriate to the students understanding? 
1 1 .  Is there a mix between printed materials and 
audio-visuals? 
1 2 .  What will the lifespan of the materials be? 
1 3 .  What- is the cost of the materials? 
Career Planning Center 
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1 4 .  What will be the advantages and disadvantages 
of using these materials? 
1 5 .  What types of equipment will be necessary for 
use with these materials? 
1 6 .  Are the materials designed for use by · individual 
students , groups of students ,  or both? 
1 7 .  Are the materials designed to be used easily 
by the students? 
1 8 .  Are the suggeste� teaching techniques clearly 
identified and defined? . 
1 9 .  Are there evaluation· materials. 1 or methods included 
in the mate�!ala? , ,. 1. '.f. • " I iO i t- ,._ 
2 0 .  Is there evi_dence that the materials have been 
.. ' 
used successfully elsewhere? 
Equally as important a s  the appropriateness of the 
materials is the presence of bias. Biases of one sort 
or another would seem to be easily detected ; but they 
can be very · subtle. When such subtleties go undetected , 
they can influence the attitudes of the students .  
Materials should be checked thoroughly for the presence 
of stereotypic behavior for any individual or group as 
portrayed in either language or graphics . Indicators 
include : 
1 .  Racial minorities presented in lower paying, 
status , and responsibility occupations . 
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2 .  Males and females represented in common 
" leader-helper , "  " stronger-weaker , "  
" competent-incompetent" role s .  
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3 .  Representation of only the physically handicapped 
and then only in isolated and helpless roles. 
4 .  Representation of older people as helpless , 
incapable, or ineffective . 
Below is a checklist that will be useful in 9aging 
the presence of bias in materials . 
1 .  What are your biases and how will they effect 
your evaluation e>f '· the materials? . . .. 
2 .  Do the materials contairt laliqu«ge thatr i s · raeist 
or biased aqainst ethnic 9roups? 
�-
3 .  Are races or ethnic groups presented i n  stereo-
typical roles or occupations ,  menial or serving 
tasks or as incompetent or confused? 
4 .  Do the graphics support the ideas presented 
in 3 above? 
5 .  Do the graphics present the current styles of 
dress of races and ethnic groups? 
6 .  How i s  the language and behavior of races and 
ethnic groups handled - are there an indications 
of inadequacy? 
7 .  How are older people depicted - are they competent 
or helpless? 
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8 .  Do the materials represent people who are 
exceptional? 
9 .  Are people with exceptionalities limited to 
the physically handicapped? 
1 0 .  Do the material include such exceptionalities 
as giftednes s ,  behavioral problems , hearing 
impairments ,  learning disabi lities , mental 
retardatipn, multiple handicaps , neurological 
6 0  
problems , physical handicaps , and serious emotional 
problems? 
1 1 .  How are . people with e�oeptionalities depicted 
- as active and invol�e� �+t� others or isolated 
and helpless? 
� -
1 2 .  Do the materials represent any form of tokenism 
with respect to age, race, sex , or exceptiona lity? 
1 3 .  Are the materials free from value j udgements 
in language and graphics with respect to all 
individuals and groups? 
1 4 .  I s  the worth and uniqueness of all people 
emphasized rather than the dif ferences that 
exist? 
Career Planning Center 
APPENDIX E 
Selection Criteria 
1 .  I s  the content of the i tern appropriate?· . 
2. I s  the item applicable to the population being 
served? 
3 .  Is the material current? 
4 .  Is the item one that will not become outdated 
in a short period of time? 
5 .  Does the item have user appea l? 
. 
6 .  Is the information in the material accurate? 
I • \. , . , .. - . 
7 .  I s  the �ontent comprehensive? ; . , f) . l - '.. 
8 .  I s  the material free · of 
9 .  I s  the material . free of 
1 0 .  I s  the cost of the item 
i ., l • •. , 1 ' 
.. t� 
sex stereotyping? 
! : ' u  f. , ,,. 
-· . 
racial: s�er�otypj.ng? 
� ·  
within the budget? 
1 1 .  Can replacement items for audiovisual materials 
be purchased at a minimal fee? 
6 1  
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APPENDIX F 
Career Center Materials 
Desk Top Careers Kit 
Semi-Skilled Careers Kit 
Career Cluster File 
Job Family Series Booklets 
& Cassettes 
Job Family Student Guide 
Occupational Briefs 
College Admi ssions Data 
Service 
Pacemaker Vocational · Readers 
Job Box 
People Working Today 
Occupational Outlook Handbook 
Occupational Outlook Quarterly 
College Admi ssions Data Service 
Guide for Occupational 
Exploration 
Yourself 1 0  Years From Now 
Subject : -------
Object : Career Opportunities 
Occupational Guidance Series 
Careers , Inc . 
Largo , FL 
Science Resource Assoc . 
155 North Wacker Dr. 
Chicago, IL 6 0 60 6  
Orchard House , Inc. 
Balls Hill Road 
Concord , MA 0 1 7 4 2  
Pitman Publishing 
6 Da'O'is1 Drive 
A�lmont , \ CA 9 4 0 0 2  
,. , .. "-' . ' ...  , 4 .. .  ' j . .  
Janus Book Publishing 
AJi\etican · sehool prod. 
2ae sca�borough ct . 
Valpariaiso , IN 4 6 3 8 3  
Superintendent o f  Document 
U . S .  Government Printing 
Off ice 
Washington , D . C .  2 0 4 0 2  
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
757 Third Avenue 
New York , NY 1 0 0 1 7  
Timeshare 
Houghton Mi fflin 
630 Oakwood Avenue 
West Hartford , CT 0 0 6 1 1  
Finey Co . 
3 3 5 0  Gorham Ave. 
Minneapolis , MI 5 5 4 2 6  
A Woman ' s  Guide to Career 
Prep : Scholarships , 
Grants , Loans 
Career Opportunities for Women 
Scriptographic Booklet 
Vocational Guidance Manuals 
Men at Work 
Blue Collar Jobs for Women 
Getting Yours 
, . .  
New Job Opportunities for 
Women 
If You Don ' t  Know Where 
You ' re Going 
On The Job 
Arco ' s  Career Guidance 
Series 
Career Planning Center 
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Anchor Books 
Doubleday & Co. 
501 Franklin Ave .  
Garden City , NJ 1 1 5 3 0  
Channing S .  Bete Co . Inc . 
4 5  Federal St . 
Greenf ield , MA 0 1 3 0 1  
National Textbook Co . 
8 2 5 9  Niles Center Rd . 
Skoki e ,  IL 60077 
Sheed & Warck 
4 7 5  Fifth Ave .  
New York , NY 10017 
E . P .  Dutton 
2 Park Ave. 
New York, NY 1 0 0 1 9  
Hearst Corp. 
95'9 t8th Ave . 
New York, NY 1 0 0 1 9  
Publications Int. Ltd .  
332 3 w .  Main St . 
Skokie , IL 6 0 0 6 6  
Argus Communications 
Nile s ,  IL 5 0 5 4 8  
J . G .  Ferguson Publishing 
1 1 1  N .  Wacker Drive 
Suite 500 
Chicago, IL 6 0 6 0 1  
Arco Publishing 
2 1 9  Park Ave . S .· 
New York, NY 1 0 0 0 3  
It ' s  Women ' s  Work , Too 
How to Decide 
Police Careers for Women 
Nontraditional Careers for 
Women 
Your Handicap - Don ' t  Let 
it Handicap You 
Paraprof essions 
Careers New & Unique 
Work As Your Like I t  
Your Personality & Your 
Career ' s  
Career Information Center 
Series 
American Trade School 
Directory 
Getting Ski l led-A Guide to 
Private Trade & Teehriio�l � 
Schools 
Barrons ' Guide to Medica l ,  
Dental & Allied Health 
Careers 
Barrons ' Guide to Two Year 
Colleges 
Barrons '  Guide Arn .  College 
Financial Aid 
Barrons' Guide Jr . Community 
College Aid 
Barrons ' Profiles of Arn .  
Colleges 
Barrons ' Profiles of Arn .  
College Reg . Ed . 
Barrons ' Compact Guide to 
College Transfer 
Barrons '  Guide to Law Schools 
Career Planning Center 
Julian Messner 
Schuster Blvd . 
1 2 3 0  Ave .  of Americas 
New York , NY 1 0 0 2 0  
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Butterick Publishing Co . 
Box 1 9 4 5  
Altoona , PA 1 6 6 0 3  
eroner - Publications , Inc.  
�ll-dS ! Jamaica Ave . 
Queens Vil lage, NY 1 1 4 2  
Siro·: r• l1 � 11 ·� '  · l" c 
§liitiR i t COIA\" : . .  
New Y o • � ,  '.¥ 
·Barrons Educational Series 
113 Crossways Park Dr . 
Woodbury , NY 1 1 7 9 7  
Peter sons 
Annual Guide to Under-Grad 
Study 
National College Databank 
College Admissions 
Don ' t  Miss Out 
A & B ' s  of Merlt Scholarships 
College Blue Book 
Chronicle Guidance Series 
ARCO Handbook of Job & 
Career Opportunities 
· Lovejoy ' .s 
College Guide 
career & Vocation�l - School 
Guide 
Prep School Guide 
Career Planning Center 
Petersons 
2 2 8  Alexander St . 
Dept . G 8 1  
Princeton , NY 0 8 5 4 0  
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McMi llan Publishing Co . 
866 Third Ave . 
New York , NY 1 0 0 2 2  
Chronicle Guidance 
Publications ,  I nc .  
Moravia ,  NY 1 3 1 1 8  
Arco Publishing Co . 
2 1 9  Park Avenue 
New York , NY 1 0 0 0 3  
!l .. . ', ' ' ... 
tiaaon c & l Scau·ster 
6 3 0  Fifth Ave . 
._ . Y4.U ,. SY 10.0 2 0  
r :  • .. 
Audio-Visual Materials 
Career Exploration 
Accoustif one 
Making it In Human Services 
Business 
Career Ed . Series 
Careers 
Careers in Agriculture 
ACT Publishing Corp. 
Current Affairs Fi lms 
Ethan Allen Highway 
Ridgfield , CT 
Interpretive Education 
2 3 0 6  Waitens Drive 
Kalamazoo , MI 4 9 0 0 2  
Pathescope Educational 
Media 
71 Wyman Ave . 
New Rochel l e ,  NY 1 0 8 0 2  
Occupational Ed . Production 
Cal-Polytechnic State 
University 
San Luis Obispo, CA 9 3 4 0 1  
Exploring Careers Job 
Survival 
Women at Work 
Career Decision 
Job Opportunities 
Career for Tomorrow 
Careers in Health 
Careers in Home Economics 
The secretary �� - � Chang�n9 
Business World 
Careers -
The paraprofessionals 
Livelyhoods 
Fascinating World of Work 
Options for I ndependent Living 
American Women-New 
Opportunities 
American Man-Tradition & 
Change 
Career Ed. Program 
Career Planning Center 
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Society of Visual Education 
I nc .  
Dept. LC 
1 3 4 5  Diversay Parkway 
Chicago, I L  6 0 6 1 4  
Guidance Associates 
757 3rd Ave . 
New York, NY 1 0 0 1 7  
American Learning Systems 
Box 2 1 7 3  
Columbus , GA 3 1 9 0 2  
Schlout Productions 
Distribution Center 
West Nyack , NY 1 0 9 9 4  
McGraw-Hill 
Avenue of the Americas 
New York , NY 1 0 0 2 0  
Education Enrichment 
Materials 
New York , NY . 
r 
Multi-Media Productions 
P . O .  Box 1 0 4 1  
Virginia Beach, VA 2 3 4 5 1  
Houghton Mifflin Co . 
2 Park St . 
Boston, MA 7 5 0 8 1  
National Career 
Consultants 
1 3 0 0  E .  Arapaho 
Richardson, TX 
Butterick Series 
Rd . 
7 5 0 8 1  
1 6 1  Ave . of the Americas 
New York , NY 1 0 0 1 3  
Career Planning Center 
Focus on the Creative Arts 
Focus on the Professions 
Focus on the Small Business 
Economic Myths , Economic 
Realities 
Education for Occ�pations 
Eye Gate Media,  Inc . 
1 4 6 - 0 1  Archer St. 
· Jamaica, NY 11435 
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Careers i n  Music · Educational Activities 
1 9 3 7  Grand Ave. 
Baldwi n ,  NY 1 1 5 1 0  
Business Careers Kit 
College Major Careers Kit 
Health Careers Kit 
Semi-Skilled Careers Kit 
Service Subscriptions ( monthly ) 
College-Major Service 
Careers , Inc . 
Largo, FL 
Desk-Top Serv.ice . , . . 1' 
Prof essional_.Ca!eers se·:f'Vice· ':!r t .:  I '.) �J t •::. • j 1 ' 
Health/Ga�eers S�r-kv�e _ _  ':> . ..,1  . .. 
Semi•Skilled ·
4Cafe'er!t' �sefV±c� - · i .  - g c ·-. 
Catalogs from ' f ourlfeaf Gddl��ge· s-;· 1t�d�yeAr '1college� , 
Vo-Teach . and special iristitution�·are to be requested. 
There is a wealth of free materials to be requested·. 
Career Planning Center 
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APPENDIX G 
Priority List 
( Items to be ordered first as funds are available ) 
Desk Top Careers Kit 
Career Cluster File 
College Admissions Data Service 
Occupational Outlook Handbook 
AEL Series ( McKnight ) 
Women at Work 
American Trade School Directory 2 yr.  
Barron s '  Guide to Medica l ,  Dental & Allied Health Careers 
Barron s '  Guide to Two Year Colleges 
Barrons • Guide " to Am. College Financial Aid 
.. 
Barrons '  Guide to Jr . Community College 
Barrons ' Profiles of American Colleges 
Barrons ' Guide to Law Schools 
Peter sons 
Annual Guide to Under-Grad Study 
National College Databank 
College Admi ssions 
A & B ' s  of Merit Scholarships 
Chronicle Guidance Series 
ARCO Handbook of Job & Career Opportunities 
Career Planning Center 
Love j oy ' s  
College Guide 
Career & Vocational School Guide 
Prep School Guide 
Audio-Visual Materials 
Career Exploration ( accustifone ) 
Careers 
Career for Tomorrow 
Careers in Health 
Careers - The. Paraprof ess iona.ls 
1st Jobs 
Kits . : 
Business Careers Kit 
College Major Career Kit 
Health Careers Kit 
Semi-Skilled Careers Kit 
DUKANES ( viewer for f i l�strips ) 
.. 
• f • • ._ 
.. ) 
.. . . . 
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APPENDIX H 
Self-Directed Career Center 
I .  Description of the Self-Directed Career Center 
The Self-Directed Career Center i s  a configuration 
• 
of posters which outline the career development process 
in a f low-chart scheme . There are five main posters 
that represent the five stages in the career development 
process . These posters are labeled SELF-AWARENESS, CAREER 
EXPLORATION, DECISION MAKING, EDUCATION AND TRAINING, 
and JOB SEARCH . Each of these posters present a series 
of questions f•rom the cl:Ient'':s · vfeWpoi-nt . · Ea� question 
in turn then directs · t:ne· reTient\ �oi ·M� sh"ffts· 'Which 
suggest useful · activities . These a·etivi·ties · ait! the 
client in gathering information or answering the questions 
related to their career development . 
I I .  Purpose 
The Self-Directed Career Center was developed to 
provide schools and agencies with a r�ady-made ,  easy-to-use 
career guidance program . The center had to be economical, 
flexible , and universal .  It had to be appropriate for 
the school or agency just initiating a career guidance 
program while at the same time being appropriate for 
the school or agency with a comprehensive career guidance 
program. I t  also had to be fully operational from the 
time of set-up and require minimal space and staff time. 
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To achieve these objectives and more , the concepts of 
a self-instructional career source were combined with 
those of a self-help career planninq program. This 
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combination permitted the develoment of a " s tand alone" 
center that could be easily integrated with and enhanced 
by any school ' s  or aqency ' s  existinq career guidance 
activitj.es . 
III . Benefits 
The Self-Directed Career Center provides each site 
with a variety of benef its . 
1 .  For clients it visually i llustrates the career 
development proce•• r anct en<?ouragea..: t.h .. · t6 be 
more enqaqed in tha1r own career development .  
I n . doinq so , their questions will be focused 
on specific areas of concern ,  makinq sessions 
with their counselor or teacher more effective . 
2 .  For counselors it provides a visual reference 
point during counseling sessio�s with individuals 
and small group s ,  thus increasing their counseling 
impact upon the student or client . 
3 .  For instructors it may serve as an outline for 
a career education/career guidance/job placement 
cours e .  
4 .  For librarians and career resource center staff 
it serves as a system for orqanizing and color-
coding the career information in a school or 
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agency office . Gaps in career information can 
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be identified and requests for purchase o f  needed 
materials can be more easily defended . 
The Center provides the means for tying together 
a school ' s  or agency ' s  career guidance resources with 
physically requiring the centralization of those resources 
to a specific location . The Center also makes a school ' s  
or agency ' s  career guidance resource s ,  services , and 
handouts more available and i n  a logical sequence to 
walk-in clients and students .  
IV. Uses 
The Self-Directed Career Center ia ideal for CETA 
intake and outreach centers , high schools , correctional 
•' 
facilitie s ,  job clubs , adult education programs , and 
community based organizations providing career guidance 
services . 
The Center is designed to incorporate and utilize 
the in-house resources and services at each site as well 
as incorporate and utlize outside resources available 
to each site. One outside resource can be integrated 
into the Self-Directed Career Center in Region 9 Career 
Guidance Center ' s  Career Guidance I nformation System 
( CGI S ) .  
The Center is designed to be utili zed with any 
computerized guidance syst�m ,  telephone system, or ·other 
support system. 
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v .  Procedure 
It i s  reconunended that a person work through the 
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posters over a period of time from SELF-AWARENESS through 
JOB SEARCH .  However ,  persons with a specific questions 
can locate and find helpful. information on any of the 
posters . Handouts may be easily substituted or added 
to the system. In addition, students or clients may 
be directed to use any local resources an agency has 
or referred to support services . Thu s ,  the system can 
be tailored to your preferences and any unique needs 
or resources which are avail,ahle .  � . .  , ) � . 
VI • Contents · 
A. Basic Set�up 
. ' ; .; . � .... � • • ..; ., .. ._ I • ' 
"<' 
. .. 
Each set of materials includes five large career 
development posters ( 3 5 "  x 2 2 " ) ,  two instructions posters 
(.1 4 "  x 2 8 " ) ,  two identical overview posters ( 1 4 "  x 2 8 " ) ,  
one title poster, a users manual ,  and 2 5  copies of each 
handout . Coded labels to identify the location of handout 
sheets are also provided . 
To install the system as a uni t ,  each site should 
have a minimum ·of 8 0  square feet of wall space at a height 
appropriate for client viewing and acces s .  Dimensions , 
for installation of the Self-Directed Career Center are 
as follow s :  
. · Career Planning Center 
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Minimum: 
Recommended : 
Ideal : 
8 '  height x 1 0 '  length 
1 0 '  height x 1 2 ' length 
1 2 '  height x 1 2 ' length 
Shelves directly beneath the posters erected on or 
mounted above. tables are the optimal means for displaying 
copies of the handouts and in-house reference resources .  
Supplying the tables and shelves are the responsibility 
of each site. Two , 5 '  or 6 '  long tables , and eight , 
1 2 ' x l ' ,  shelves will be needed with the basic set-up 
of the Self -Directed Career Center. How the shelves 
will be erected or mounted and how ' ther posters ·will be 
affixed to the · wall is'" the decd.'siJm� ofr· each site . Each 
site i s  also responsible for the duplication of all 
handouts .  
B .  Enhancements 
Presently, there are three ancillary posters that 
accompany the basic set-up of the Self-Directed Career 
Center. 
Approximately 1 8  square feet of additional wall space 
is required · for these posters . I t  is recommended that 
these posters be placed on a perpendicular wal l ,  i f  
possible, a t  the same height a s  the five career development 
poster s .  An additional table and four, 5 '  or 6 '  x l ' , 
shelves will also be needed by sites using the CGI S .  
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VI I .  Material$ 
A .  Posters 
The posters serve as a visual guide for the use of 
the handouts . They may be temporarily or permanently 
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mounted in a career resource center , library , or career 
corner . The recommended order and . design for the posters 
is shown in Figure 1 i n  Appendix A .  
On each poster are attached a set of adhes ive-backed 
squares and rectangles . The poster title and the major 
sub-headings with related questions are printed on these . 
The squares and rectangles ,a·re in · f luorescent colors 
s.o that each poatter. •.can be: quli-:ck.ly•d:dentified. The color 
scheme i s  as follow s :  
YELLOW {Chartreuse ) 
RED 
ORANGE 
PINK 
GREEN 
. \,._\ i .,, ' ?  .. t 
't. '• 
- SELF-AWARENESS 
- CAREER EXPLORATION 
- DECI SION MAKING 
- EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
- JOB SEARCH 
The order in which a person proceeds i s  indicated 
by a color and a letter code at the bottom of each square 
or rectangle on the poster ( e . g .  RED A ,  RED B ,  RED C ,  
etc . ) .  This coding scheme i s  used so a person can easily 
locate the Reference Sheets and Activity Sheets associated 
with the questions on each square or rectangle . The 
arrangement of the squares and rectangles and corresponding 
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color/letter code on each poster i s  shown in Figures 
2 through 6 in Appendix A .  
The arrangement and the corresponding color/letter 
code for the CGIS is ( color scheme - RED ) .  
B .  Reference Sheets : 
A Reference Sheet is a handout that lists the suggested 
activities and any local resources for each color adhesive-
backed square or rectangle on the posters . These sheets 
are the same color as the poster they represent , are 
all 8 � "  x 1 1 " , and have the words Reference Sheet typed 
in the upper left-hand corner with their corre.sponding 
color/letter· code typed in the ,upper ·riql¥t.-hanCl· -corner. 
Each ref·erenc""e sheet lists questions found on the adhesive-
r 
backed squares and rectangles and refers the client to 
Activity Sheet s .  The Reference Sheets are provided i n  
Appendix B .  
C .  Activity Sheet s :  
An Activity Sheet is an exercise or reading that 
addresses the specific questions on each poster . Activity 
Sheets are listed in each Reference Sheet . These sheets 
are also the same color as their Reference Sheet , are 
all 8 � "  x 1 1 " ,  and have the words Activity Sheet typed 
in the upper left-hand corner with their corresponding 
color/letter/number code in the upper right-hand corner. 
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The number represents the dif ferent activities for the 
same questions ( e . g .  Red F-1 , Red F-2 ) .  
Exercises or readings that a school or agency presently 
utilizes can be easily added to the Center as Activity 
Sheets .  I f  you add Activity Sheets , you should t·ry to 
keep the Reference Sheets intact. To do so you should 
either : 
1 .  Change the number of subsequent Activity Sheets 
on both the Reference Sheet and the Activity 
Sheets themselve s ,  or 
2 .  Type on the Refer�nce 1 Sheet the title and directions 
for the new activ�ty upd�r tQ�: 1�0CAL ff.ESOURCES 
HEADING . : . 
. . 
The Activity Sheets may be arranged on shelves under 
the appropriate Reference Sheet and poster . This will 
al low the .student ( s )  and client ( s )  to take one Activity 
Sheet at a time to work on i t .  I t  will also al low you 
to use any individual student or client. This set-up 
provides the greatest flexibility . Adequate ,  nearby 
space for students or clients to work on the Activity 
Sheets is recommended . The Activity Sheets are provided 
in Appendix C .  
VI I I .  Planning Tips 
Once a commitment i s  made to install the Self-Directed 
Career Center into a school or agency ' s  program, it i s  
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important that the user preview the poster directions . 
and activity sheet s .  This experience will enable you 
7 8  
to better guide your clients/students through the system. 
Previewing will also stimulate planning strategies and 
possible modifications to better meet client/student 
needs.  Clients/students may be directed to useful local 
resources . Instructions to use local resources may be 
added on the appropriate reference sheet under the heading 
•Local Resources . "  
� .  Using the Self-Direction Career Center as 
an I nformation System : 
This _ use of the · postera ··and handout� is �ppropriate 
in intake centers and counseling offices - where clients/ 
. .  
students who "walk in" the door without an appointment 
can get some information when a counselor is not available. 
It may also be installed in a l ibrary or career resource 
center where students/clients can find helpful information . 
I t  is suggested that librarians , clerks or receptioni sts 
be given an orientation to the concepts outlined by the 
posters so that they can assist persons in getting started . 
A fol low-up orientation of these staff members might 
focus on l istening skills . I f  clerical assistance is 
not available, a slide tape or audio-tape can be developed 
t� give the student/client a brief introduction and some 
encouragement to begi n .  
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It is not recommended that the Self-Directed Career 
Center be set up in a hallway or school study hal l .  
However , displays in these and other areas can serve 
to inform students/clients about the Self-Directed Career 
Center. Publicity notices, brochures and newsletters 
are also helpful marketing medi� .  
Activity sheets are designed as individual handout s .  
However ,  some schools or agencies might find it helpful 
to staple copies of the handouts together to form packets . 
A packet may include all the handouts for a particular 
poster . ·However, it is probably. wiser, to group activity 
sheets by each of the squa•� . 9r · �Fpt�nq��· on a poster . 
This allows students or cl ients to select handouts for 
.. 
their specific c9ncerns without wasting additional activity 
sheet s .  The appropriate Reference Sheet would be the 
top page on such packets . 
B .  Using the Self-Directed Career Center as 
a Counseling Aid : 
When the Self-Directed Career Center is located in 
a counseling office , it can serve as a visual aid during 
the counseling session. The counselor can refer to posters 
and specific handouts in order to outline the career 
development process or to illustrate a specific concept . 
When able to visually identity the steps in career 
planning, the client can be more self-directed and 
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engaged in his or her own career development . The 
students/clients can then come to the counselor with 
specific questions when a difficulty is encountered. 
8 0  
Thus , counseling time can be more effective i n  reaching 
career guidance goa l s .  
Students/clients need not be idle when waiting for 
the counselor to finish with another client . An activity 
sheet can also clarify client understanding of an issue 
when a session is interrupted by a telephone call or 
another client coming into the office . Thus , student 
� 
or client time is used more effectively as well . 
c .  
. ' . l • . 
Using the Self-Directed· career Center with 
Groups of Clients or Students: 
The posters in the Self -Directed Career Center can 
serve as a visual outline when group counseling procedures 
are used. Whether a high school class or a group of 
adults meeting on Wednesday nights , it is helpful to 
show participants where you are going and how things 
fit together along the way. The activity sheets provided 
may be either supplemented with group activities or game s ,  
such a s  the Value Auction ( JOB LINK, p .  3 0 ) .  Check for 
appropriate group activities in the follow resource 
materials . 
JOa LINK, Career Guidance Center Region 1 1 ,  3rd 
Floor Courthourse,  P . O .  Box 3 3 8 ,  Olney, 
I l linois 6 2 4 5 0  
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Illinois Career Guidance Handbook , Curriculum 
Publications Clearinghouse , Western Illinois 
University , 46 Horrabin Hall ,  Macomb , Illinois 
6 1 4 5 5  Toll free number : 8 00 / 3 2 2 - 3 9 0 5  
CARE K i t  ( Revised Edition ) .  Curriculum Publications 
Clearinghouse, Western I l linois University , 
4 6  Horrabin Ha l l ,  Macomb , Illinois 6 1 4 5 5  
WECEP Guide ( Second Edition ) ,  Curriculum Publications 
Clearinghouse, Western I llinois University, 
46 Horrabin Hal l ,  Macomb , I l linois 6 1 4 5 5  
Audio-visual materials may also be selected with 
greater effectiveness when combined with printed materia ls . 
The Career Cluster Project mate�ials available on loan 
�-
from the Career Guidance Center or through the Curriculum 
Publications Clearinghouse is an ex�ellent example. 
( The sixteen career clusters have been incorporated into 
Activity Sheet Red A-1 ) .  Filmstrips on various careers 
or on job i nterviewing can also be scheduled in advance 
and used in an appropriate sequence of instruction/guidance . 
it is also helpful to utilize community resource persons 
as speakers or facilitators where a particular e�pertise 
is needed . See Section D ,  Using the Self-Directed Career 
Center with Community Resource Speaker s .  
Finally,  the Self-Directed Career Center al lows group 
members to pursue their specific needs at other times 
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without having to hold a question "until we get to that 
next week . "  This helps solve the problem of pacing, 
particularly when wor�ing with groups of adults . 
D .  Using the Self-Directed Career Center with 
Community Resource Speakers : 
You should also consider using experts from your 
community to assist you with any group activitie s .  
You may wish to have such a resource person talk with 
students/clients as they begin or complete any of the 
poster s .  Other professionals i n  your school or agency 
or from other agencies in the community would be able 
� . 
to add �heir perspective and reinforce what clients/ 
students are learning. This would help students/clients 
<t • 
'' 
assimilate what they learned through the poster activities . 
Successful career people who started in entry level jobs 
and worked their way to a position 0f responsibility 
and prestige are good prospects as career seminar speakers . 
Past graduates from a high school who are young and mobile 
within their career area are also interesting resource 
people. Always , however , attempt to recruit experienced 
"proven " persons who have good delivery skills and an 
air of self-confidence . 
A phone call to invite the person and a letter of 
confirmation should emphasize the stage to which students/ 
clients have progressed and an area of focus for the 
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resource person. Your description of your clients ' /  
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students '  needs will help them interpret their expertise 
into your guidance program . I f  your speaker can come 
in to see the Self -Directed Career Center , he or she 
will be better able to support what has been done in 
earlier activities . 
A reminder phone call to the resource person is a 
common courtesy several days before the scheduled career 
seminar . Five minutes on the phone can usually answer 
any last minute questions and provide impetus for planning 
by the seminar speaker . 
is always appreciated. 
A follow-up thank you letter 
. .  •"" 
E .  Using the Self -Diretted career Center to 
Organize Career Information : 
In many schools and agencie s ,  career information 
and reference materials are dispersed throughout various 
office s ,  departments ,  collections , etc. The Self -Directed 
Career Center can serve as a visual guide for the purpose 
of directing individuals to local resources that deal 
with a specific task in the career development process . 
Colored sti�kers can be used to code materials to the 
appropriate poster . Furthermore , the posters provide 
a framework for identifying gaps in career resource 
materia l s .  Being able to visually show administrators 
or funders where clients/students will be impeded due 
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to lack of materials i s  often ample justification for 
needed purchases . Finally, the Self-Directed Career 
Center i s  useful in orienting staff to the career 
development concepts so that they can better assess 
8 4  
materials and better understand the relationship of career 
develop to the school or agency ' s  mission . In addition, 
teachers may wish to incorporate all or part of the poster 
activities into their instruction . 
I X .  Sugges�ions for Developing and Improving Staff and 
Community Support for the Self -Directed Career Center 
1 .  Introduce the Self-Directed Car:eer Cent�r to 
. � 
. . . 
the community by including it in a newsletter 
or mailing that goes home before the beginning 
.. .  
of schoo l .  
2 .  Enlist support for the materials by presenting 
them to the community . 
3 .  Contact important group s ,  such as librarian s ,  
instructional supervisors or department heads 
in your building, teaching staff at a faculty 
meeting , civic and service minded groups in the 
community . Rotary, Kiwanis , American Associations 
and the Local Chamber of Commerce are very important 
groups to visit� 
4 .  Midway through the school year, write a feature 
article about the material s ,  including : a )  a 
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picture o f  one of the seminar speaker s ,  b )  a 
diagram of the posters , and c )  a brief description 
of the school ' s  career gudiance program . 
5 .  To infuse guidance activities into vocational 
and traditional curriculum, develop a career 
education liaison with each department and meet 
with them at the beginning and end of the year 
to discuss implementation, successes and problems 
in the program . 
6 .  At the conclusion of group guidance seminar, 
visit with each presenter and investigate the 
opportunity and prosp�cts for highly motivated 
students or clients to shadow through the 
Y '  
presenter ' s  job and job site for a half day 
during the present year . 
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APPENDIX I 
Self-Directed Career Center 
Ordering Information 
One set consists of the following : 
1 Title poster 
2 Instruction posters 
2 Stages posters 
1 Self-Awareness poster 
1 Career Exploration poster 
1 Decision Making poster 
1 Education & Training · poster 
1 �ob Search poster 
1 Users Manual ; . 
�· 
2 0  Copies of each of the 1 1 8  handouts 
Cost for one set : $ 15 0 . 0 0 
8 6  
Order should be place through Region 9 Career Guidance 
Center, NE Building, Room 0 2 9 ,  Lake Land College, Mattoon,  
I llinois 61938 ( 2 17 ) 2 3 5 - 3 1 3 1  ext . 2 9 5 .  
SELF-AWARENESS 
Di scover what 
you want to do . 
Identify your 
-interest 
-skills 
-temperament 
-values 
-life styles 
-goals 
Priorities 
APPENDIX J 
S T A G E S I N T H E C A R E E R 
D E V E L 0 P M E N T P R 0 C E S S 
CAREER EXPLANATION 
Explore where you 
can do what you 
·want . 
Gather information 
Identify & 
investigate c�reer 
possibilities 
DECISION MAKING 
Decide what 
work you will 
pursue� 
Set priorities 
and det.ermine 
alternatives 
Develop a plan 
of action 
EDUCATIONAL OPTIONS 
Determine your 
training and 
educational need s .  
Gather information 
on : 
2-year colleges 
4-year colleges 
Vocational schools 
Explore Financial 
Aid 
JOB READINESS 
Learn how to 
get a job 
Research the 
job market 
Prepare for 
your job 
search 
- job applica­
tion forms 
-resumes 
-letters of 
correspondence 
-interviewing 
( 
i � 
' 
' 
� 
-assertiveness 
training 
.. 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
" 
( 
( 
• 
• 
t 
( 
00 t 
" 
STAGES I N  
THE CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT 
PROCESS 
SELF­
AWARENES S 
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APPENDIX K 
SELF-DIRECTION CAREER CENTER 
INSTRUCTIONS INSTRUCTIONS STAGES IN 
THE- CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT 
PROCESS 
CAREER 
EXPLORATION 
DECISION 
MAKING 
" "  
EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING 
JOB 
SEARCH 
Figure 1 :  Recommended Order and Design for the Self-Directed 
Career Center Posters . 
